TISdb: a database for alternative translation initiation in mammalian cells
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ABSTRACT
Proper selection of the translation initiation site (TIS) on mRNAs is crucial for the production of desired protein products. Recent studies using ribosome profiling technology uncovered a surprising variety of potential TIS sites in addition to the annotated start codon. The prevailing alternative translation reshapes the landscape of the proteome in terms of diversity and complexity. To identify the hidden coding potential of the transcriptome in mammalian cells, we developed global translation initiation sequencing (GTI-Seq) that maps genome-wide TIS positions at nearly a single nucleotide resolution. To facilitate studies of alternative translation, we created a database of alternative TIS sites identified from human and mouse cell lines based on multiple GTI-Seq replicates. The TISdb, available at http://tisdb.human.cornell.edu, includes 6991 TIS sites from 4961 human genes and 9973 TIS sites from 5668 mouse genes. The TISdb website provides a simple browser interface for query of high-confidence TIS sites and their associated open reading frames. The output of search results provides a user-friendly visualization of TIS information in the context of transcript isoforms. Together, the information in the database provides an easy reference for alternative translation in mammalian cells and will support future investigation of novel translational products.

INTRODUCTION
In all kingdoms of life, mRNA translation represents the last step of the flow of genetic information and primarily defines the proteome. Translation is a complex process, consisting of initiation, elongation, termination and ribosome recycling (1). Initiation is considered to be the rate-limiting step and determines the overall rate of translation (2). In eukaryotes, the cap-dependent initiation factors. It is generally accepted that PIC migrates along the 5' untranslated region (5' UTR) in an ATP-dependent process known as scanning, until it encounters a start codon, normally the first AUG. Following the start codon recognition, the 60S ribosomal subunit joins to form the 80S ribosome complex and elongation now begins. The scanning model implicates that the features of the 5'UTR have major influences on the start codon selection. Interestingly, non-AUG start codons, such as CUG, could also serve as initiators (3,4). In contrast, failed recognition of an initiation codon results in continuous scanning of the PIC and initiating at a downstream site, in a process known as leaky scanning (5). In addition to the cap-dependent mechanism, translation could also be initiated in a cap-independent manner. For instance, internal initiation can be mediated by a secondary structure within the 5'UTR known as an internal ribosome entry site (IRES) (6,7). This alternative translation initiation is believed to be regulated under different growth conditions. However, fundamental principles governing the selection of translation initiation sites (TIS) remain unclear.

The functional significance of alternative translation is multifaceted. First, selection of upstream TIS codons leads to generation of upstream open reading frames (uORFs), which directly regulate downstream protein synthesis from the main open reading frame (ORF) (8,9). Second, translation via alternative TIS sites produces protein isoforms differing in NH2-terminal sequences when these alternative initiators are in the same reading frame (10). Depending on the position of TIS sites relative to the annotated start codon, either the NH2-terminal extended or truncated isoforms will be produced. Third, totally different proteins will be generated if the alternative TIS sites are in different reading frames. Therefore, alternative translation reshapes the landscape of the proteome by increasing both diversity and complexity of translational products.

The existence of alternative TIS codons clearly indicates that the coding potential of a given genome is much richer...
than we previously thought. Given the physiological importance of alternative translation, there is an urgent need for techniques suitable for mapping global TIS positions. Early attempts applied machine-learning techniques to identify novel TIS sites on cDNA or genomic sequences based on sequence features summarized from the known start codons and their flanking sequences (11,12). However, in silico sequence analysis cannot precisely predict alternative TIS sites, in particular non-AUG codons. Recent development of ribosome profiling techniques allows monitoring ribosome dynamics with unprecedented resolution at the genome-wide scale (13). To capture translation initiation events, some variants of ribosome profiling have been developed by applying distinct translation inhibitors to freeze initiating ribosomes. Ingolia et al used harringtonine to stall the first 80S ribosome complex during initiation (14). Because harringtonine cannot completely block the initiating ribosomes, TIS identification relies on a support vector machine (SVM) learning technique trained with prior TIS information (14). In this instance, additional filtering steps were required to increase the accuracy of identified TIS positions. The extensive computational processing of the sequencing data likely introduces bias in identifying non-canonical TIS sites. Fritsch et al used puromycin to enrich ribosomes near the start codon because initiating ribosomes are less sensitive to this translation inhibitor (15). The identification of TIS sites once again relies on a machine learning technique based on neural networks (15). In addition, it only focuses on a region covering the 5'UTR and the first 30 nt of the coding region, which could miss TIS sites downstream of the annotated start codon.

To circumvent the drawbacks mentioned above and improve the accuracy of TIS identification, we developed global translation initiation sequencing (GTI-Seq) that permits precise TIS identification at the nucleotide resolution (16). The rationale of GTI-Seq is to use a translation inhibitor lactimidomycin (LTM) that is capable of completely freezing the initiating ribosomes. Unlike the commonly used translation inhibitor cycloheximide, LTM preferentially acts on the initiating ribosomes because it only binds to the empty E-site of the ribosome that is normally occupied by deacylated tRNA during elongation. Indeed, ribosome footprints associated with LTM were highly enriched at the annotated start codon. The single nucleotide resolution permits frame shifting analysis of ORFs. Importantly, GTI-Seq uses a straightforward computational approach in mapping global TIS sites, minimizing possible bias introduced by data processing. From GTI-seq data sets, a few novel alternative TIS codons have been experimentally validated. The accuracy of TIS identification was further supported by evolutionary conservation between human and mouse genomes.

A high precision map of global TIS positions will ignite numerous interests in deciphering physiological functions of alternative translation. To facilitate mechanistic investigation of alternative translation for individual genes, we designed a comprehensive TIS database (TISdb) built on multiple high-resolution GTI-seq data sets. A web search interface is provided with certain filtering options to narrow down the search results. The information of TIS-associated ORFs as well as reading frames is presented as an image for easy visualization. To our knowledge, TISdb is the first public database covering both canonical and alternative TIS positions on a genome-wide scale. The database is a ready resource for researchers looking for alternative translation on individual genes and provides a unique view depicting the richness of genome coding potential.

METHODS

Data generation

Four biological replicates of GTI-seq data from HEK293 and one set of GTI-seq data from a MEF cell line were used to identify putative TIS sites of human and mouse genomes, respectively (16,17). Using TopHat (18), the GTI-seq data were first mapped to the corresponding genome and transcriptome downloaded from UCSC genome browser (hg19 and mm10) (19). From the uniquely mapped reads, the 13th nucleotide (12 nt offset from the 5' end) was inferred as the ribosome P-site position, which corresponds to the start codon recognized by the initiation Met-tRNA during translation initiation. These uniquely mapped reads were then intersected with the NCBI Refseq gene annotation to quantify the P-site read count for each individual mRNA transcript. Given the fact that many P-sites have a small number of GTI-seq reads and the distribution of the P-site read count is apparently Poisson over-dispersed (unequal mean and variance), we applied the zero-truncated binomial negative (ZTNB) model to determine P-sites with a statistically significant number of read counts. The ZTNB model can handle non-zero digital values of high-throughput sequencing data and has been applied to cross-linking immunoprecipitation sequencing (CLIP-seq) (20). A global ZTBN model was first fit over all the non-empty P-sites in the entire transcriptome. Second, for each individual transcript, a local ZTNB model was trained on the non-zero P-sites of this transcript. The P-site satisfying the P-value cut-offs based on the parameters estimated in the global and local ZTBN model was categorized as a putative TIS codon.

From human GTI-seq data, putative TIS codons discovered in at least three biological replicates (out of four) were compiled into the final database. The final database in the current release of TISdb contains 6991 TIS sites from 4961 human genes and 9973 TIS sites from 5668 mouse genes. Compared with the Refseq gene annotation, ~30% of the total predicted TIS sites match the annotated TIS (aTIS) codons. Approximately 50% of identified TIS sites belong to the upstream TIS (uTIS) codons and ~20% are downstream TIS (dTIS) (Table 1). In terms of codon composition, >50% of the identified TIS sites use AUG, whereas ~30% use near-cognate codons that only differ at one position from AUG (i.e. AUC, AUU, AUG, UUG, AUG, AAG, and AGG). It is also worth mentioning that the percentages of the AUG and the near-cognate codons are underestimated because a small
portion of GTI-seq reads have 1 nt offset to the 13th P-site position. Therefore, <10% of the human TIS sites and 20% of the mouse TIS sites in our database may either use an unconventional TIS codon or represent a false positive identification.

Web interface

The web interface is developed using Python Django web framework, which is served by Apache. The TIS data are stored in an SQLite database. All the TIS information, including the codon sequence and predicted ORF, can be downloaded from a separate ‘Download’ page. In addition, the ‘Main page’ and ‘Help’ page contain details about data generation, result interpretation and other relevant information.

Database features

The TISdb database provides a user-friendly web interface for searching putative TIS sites on individual genes from either the human or mouse genome. In addition to the general query, the database allows users to specify a set of filter criteria to focus on the TIS sites of their interests. The query returns a summary table and a carousel containing images illustrating the positional information of TIS sites and the associated ORF in the context of Refseq transcript. In addition, the reading frame information is colour coded for easy visualization. These components of query results offer users a comprehensive and straightforward visualization of TIS codons.

TIS query

On the ‘Search’ page, users can perform a general query for TIS sites or a more specialized search. During general searches, users can input different types of gene identifiers, including official gene symbols, Refseq transcript ID, Ensembl gene ID and Entrez gene ID. By pasting a gene identifier list or uploading a gene identifier file, users can search up to 50 genes during an individual query. Another required field is the choice of species (either human or mouse). To narrow down the search results, users can select several optional search criteria provided by TISdb to address different aspects of TIS information. These search criteria include codon composition (canonical ATG, near-cognate initiation codon or other codons) and the type of TIS (annotated TIS, downstream TIS and upstream TIS). Given the regulatory role of uORF in gene expression, users can select the ‘uORF only’ to limit their search to uTIS and the associated uORFs.

In addition to the TIS information derived from GTI-seq, we also integrated the TIS sites identified by harringtonine-based approach and puromycin-based methods (14,15). Because of the inherent differences of those techniques, variations of TIS resolution and different cell types used in those studies, only ~30% of TIS sites from TISdb have matching TIS positions reported in other studies. Nonetheless, the general agreement of TIS identification between different studies offers independent clues for experimental biologists to investigate alternative translation events with high confidence. By selecting ‘Supported by other studies’, users can limit their search to those TIS sites commonly identified by different methods within a 3 nt window.

TIS search results

Once the query has matched the records in the database, the ‘Result’ page will display two components: TIS summary table and ORF prediction view.

TIS summary table

The first component of the result section is a TIS summary table from selected species (Figure 1A). This table contains basic TIS information, including the species, gene symbol, transcript ID and genome coordinate of the TIS. To help interpret biological implication of the TIS, it also provides relative positional information compared with the annotated start codon. Given the regulatory role of uORF, any TIS sites associated with uORF are explicitly indicated. As discussed above, we also provide information about whether a TIS was similarly identified in other studies employing different techniques. To demonstrate the conservation feature of TIS site sequences, we calculated the average phyloP score over a window of −3 and +4 nt around the TIS site, according to the UCSC 46-way vertebrate alignment for hg19 and 60-way vertebrate alignment for mm10 (19). In general, a positive average phyloP score reflects ‘conservation’ of a TIS context region, whereas a negative value suggests ‘selection’ of a TIS context. A hyperlink is created for phyloP score in the summary table for users to retrieve the exact sequence alignment and other relevant information from the UCSC genome browser (Figure 1B). The whole summary table is organized on the basis of transcript isoforms instead of the gene. This is because a number of TIS sites are only specific to certain transcript isoforms of the same gene (for example, GAPDH). In this way, we avoid the loss of isoform-specific TIS information and make ORF prediction meaningful within the context of the mRNA transcript. Even though this could cause redundancy of TIS coordinates in the summary table, it provides a more intuitive way for biological interpretation of the TIS codon.

Table 1. Statistics of translation initiation sites in the TISdb

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Species</th>
<th>Start codon sequence</th>
<th>TIS category</th>
<th>Total TIS (gene)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AUG</td>
<td>Near cognate</td>
<td>Others</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human</td>
<td>4090</td>
<td>2132</td>
<td>769</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mouse</td>
<td>4400</td>
<td>3144</td>
<td>2429</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ORF prediction view

To help users investigate the biological functions of the identified TIS codons in the context of their ORFs, a carousel containing illustrative images of each individual transcript is displayed. Each image corresponds to a queried gene. As explained in the previous section, all the transcript isoforms for that particular gene are displayed. The content of each image contains the coordinate of the TIS codon relative to the transcription start site, codon composition of the identified TIS, colour-coded frame-shift information and the predicted stop codon (TAG, TAA and TGA) position associated with that ORF (Figure 2). The caption of the image is presented as species::gene. Figure 2B is an example of the ORF prediction view of human γ-actin 1 (ACTG1). This gene has two transcript isoforms: NM_001199954 and NM_001614. In the TISdb, there are four TIS sites in both isoforms: two uTIS, one aTIS and one dTIS. However, the biological implications of the two uTIS codons are different for the two transcript isoforms. The upstream CUG uTIS is in the same reading frame as the CDS of NM_001199954, which is expected to result in a

**Figure 1.** An example of TIS search results for ACTG1 from both human and mouse genomes. (A) Summary table of TIS information for ACTG1. The coordinates correspond to the first position of the start codon. The genome coordinates are consistent with hg19 (human) or mm10 (mouse). (B) Multiple alignment of TIS context. A window of −3 and +4 nt around an upstream TIS of mouse ACTG1 is displayed. The height in the ‘Placental Cons’ represents the degree of conservation for each base in the window. The orthologous sequences of 10 vertebrate species are shown for multiple alignment.
protein product with an NH$_2$-terminal extension. In contrast, the same uTIS in NM_001614 only associates with a short uORF overlapping with the CDS. The downstream CUG uTIS is in a different reading frame relative to the annotated CDS and the associated dORFs in both transcript isoforms have distinct sequences.

**FUTURE PROSPECTS**

GTI-seq represents a remarkable technological advancement in mapping global mRNA translation initiation. It has the potential to reveal the hidden coding potential of the transcriptome. Comprehensive cataloguing of global TIS sites and the associated ORFs is just the beginning in unveiling the principles governing alternative translation. The enormous biological breadth of translational control has led to an enhanced appreciation of proteome diversity and complexity. Despite the advantages of GTI-Seq on TIS identification, some limitations still exist. First, current ribosome profiling approaches lack quantitative capacity. The sequencing reads density associated with either harringtonine or LTM does not truly reflect the rate of translation initiation. Therefore, the current TISdb provides the position of alternative TIS codons rather than the efficiency of alternation translation initiation. Second, the depth of ribosome profiling is influenced by the abundance of transcripts. TIS information may not be available for transcripts of low abundance. For genes with relatively high expression, GTI-seq could possibly fail to capture some TIS signals that have low initiation efficiency. Such scenarios include transcripts with multiple uTIS sites but no annotated TIS sites. Third, TIS selection is subjected to regulation under different growth conditions. Future GTI-seq experiments will focus on quantitative changes of TIS selection in response to stressors such as nutrient starvation. Fourth, tissue-specific TIS selection remains a formidable task based on technical limitations of the current ribosome profiling protocol. We envision that variants of ribosome profiling will be developed in the future to capture quantitative TIS information from various tissues across a wider range of organismal species. The current TISdb sets the stage for investigation of alternative translation and provides an important platform for studying translational control. There is little doubt that integration of GTI-seq data with other data sets, such as CHIP-seq, RNA-seq, miRNA profiling and proteomics, will present a fresh view of global post-transcriptional -translational gene regulation. The effort to consolidate the rich biology with detailed understanding of the underlying mechanisms promises an exciting and surprising future.
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